“The Master’s of Management
Theory and Real-world
Application
By crossing the division between theory and
real-world application, graduates of Saybrook
University’s Leadership and Management
programs are able to strategically network
human resources across the globe while
building collaborative business partnerships.
The M.A. and Ph.D. programs in the
Department of Leadership and Management
prepare graduates to take on management
and leadership positions and address
organizational needs in a variety of for-profit,
nonprofit, and global industries. Helping
students work toward sustainable change, we
prepare leaders and managers who can work
creatively in a world that is diverse, complex,
ambiguous, and changing rapidly.

program at Saybrook prepares
you to be a leader in today’s
competitive global business
arena and simultaneously
allows you to dive deeper into
areas of individual interest all
on a flexible online platform.

”

—Kelly Rundle, Master of Arts in Management
Program
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The Learning Model

Programs in Leadership
& Management
M.A. Management Programs (accelerated,
18-month model)

Interactive Design
Each course is taught online in an interactive
fashion that builds a dynamic collaborative
learning environment. Saybrook’s Leadership and
Management programs have a global component
for leading and managing in an international and
cross-cultural context.
Cohorts
Students form cohort based learning communities
to work together—supporting and challenging one
another to reach their academic and professional
goals.
Virtual Course Learning Forum
Each course has a virtual online site that contains
core materials and is the hub of instructor-student,
student-student interaction.
Webinars and Coaching Sessions
Real-time, periodic course webinars and one-on-one
coaching sessions with students complement online
coursework.
Residential Conferences
Students and instructors from the degree programs
convene as an entire learning community at periodic
five-day events, usually once or twice a year
depending on the program.
Global Coursework
Both the master’s and doctoral programs prepare and
empower students to develop their global perspective
and cross-cultural skills to impact individuals,
organizations, and communities around the world.

M.A. Leadership and Management, Executive and Civic
Leadership Specialization (Partnership with Leadership
Eastside)*
M.A. Leadership and Management, Global Workforce
Collaboration Specialization
M.A. Leadership and Management, Innovation
Leadership Specialization
M.A. Leadership and Management, Project
Management and Collaborative Work Systems
M.A. Leadership and Management, Strategic
Management of Sustainable Business Systems

OUR ALUMNI HAVE
CAREERS IN A WIDE
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M.A. Leadership Program
M.A. Leadership, NOLS**

Entrepreneurship

Ph.D. Programs
Ph.D. Managing Organizational Systems
Ph.D. Managing Organizational Systems, Specialization
in Educational Leadership
Ph.D. Managing Organizational Systems, Specialization
in Humane Education
Ph.D. Managing Organizational Systems: Collaborative
Strategic Management Specialization

20%
19%

4%
6%
6%

Certification Programs
Organizational Leadership and Transformation

14%

9%
11%

*Leadership Eastside is an
inclusive organization that
promotes connections, develops
and enriches leaders, and is
a catalyst for communities to
address important issues and
meet the challenges of a diverse
and dynamic region.

**NOLS is a nonprofit, global
wilderness school that educates
students to step forward on an
expedition, wilderness medicine,
custom education or risk services
offering.

11%

* Percentages are based on 2017 student and alumni data gathered
from LinkedIn.com

